Grosse Pointe Public School System
2011 Strings Extravaganza
By Patrick Curran
The event chairman’s job is involved and at times, time consuming. All the hard
work done weeks in advance will pay off the night of the concert.
The first thing the event chairman needs to understand is how the concert works.
The concert has no intermissions unlike Pops and Pastries, therefore there is no
need to have three or four volunteers at the tables once the concert starts. The
cash boxes must always have a volunteer or you next to them. One volunteer and
the event chairman to cover the Flowers, candy, water and Jazz Band CD sales
should be fine. The same goes for Merchandise. The Merchandise Chairman will
find her/his volunteers. Three tables for sales/merchandise work well.
The concert will begin at 7:30pm and conclude near 8:45pm. You will need to
have three sales volunteers before the concert and two after the concert as a
minimum. Students arrive at 7:00pm. Many elementary students start arriving
before this time so be ready to capture all the sales you can. Also have adults
collecting donations at the doors, 2 at the main door and 2 at the back door
minimum. They should remain at the doors until the concert begins. When they
are done they need to give you the donation jars. I transferred the donation
money into a trash bag and put it in a box and walked out to my car. That way I
didn’t worry about it. The volunteers that will sell before the concert must be at
school by 6:00pm no later. The people collecting donations should show up then
too. Mr. Cleveland takes care of the programs so make sure you have the
programs at both doors.
Chairman Responsibilities
 Sign up volunteers for sales.
 Sign up (4) adults for collecting donations.
 Obtain the programs earlier in the day of concert from Mr. Cleveland (GPN
Band Director) and have them at the doors with the donations people.
 Set up and put away the sales tables after the concert.
 Count all money collected and turn over to the Booster Treasurer the
following day.

 Monitor the donation jars and programs at the doors. Check frequently
both doors. The money collected will be counted by you and given to Mr.
Cleveland. Arrange a time for this with Mr. Cleveland in advance. The
main doors and the back doors to the gym near the art rooms must be
covered for donations. This is a huge money maker. Add donation jars to
sales tables afterwards (it works).
 Get three cash boxes from Mrs. Davison, Finance dept. at GPN. Provide
start up cash in each box, $60 for Merchandise, $30 for Jazz Band CD sales
and $100 for Water and Candy. Make sure you have plenty of $1 dollar
bills. You are responsible for the cash and the cash boxes. Obtain the start
up money from the Booster Treasurer. Set this up weeks in advance. Be
kind, the Treasure needs to go to the bank to make the withdrawal.
 Purchase the roses, bottled water and candy in advance.
 Get from Mr. Cleveland a week before the concert the box of CD’s and ask
him how much he wants to sell them for. Take an inventory of what is in
the box days before the concert. You will need to add this to your report
what you sold. Only bring to the tables five CD’s of each. He sold them for
$15 each and only sold 1 this year.
 Get the Band-O-Rama / Strings Extravaganza Supply box along with the
donation jars from Mr. Cleveland.
 Concert Tear Down (more on this later).
 Signs for room assignments (elementary grades) will be placed by the GPN
students. (more on this later)
Sales Table Set-up
Set up three tables on the cafeteria side of the hallway (east side) between the
gym and the cafeteria, between the two sets of double doors going into the
cafeteria. The elementary students will be in the cafeteria and will be led out
through one of the sets of double doors nearest the gym, so don’t block the
doors. Provide three plastic table clothes (102”ea.) purchased at Party Adventure
$1 each. I also purchased 100 name tags there. No need to do this in 2013. Look
for the Band-O-Rama / Strings Extravaganza Supply box in the music room lockers
for the extra name tags. Have duct tape, scotch tape etc just in case. Set up your
tables after school with the table clothes and add signs to the tables: “for Strings
Extravaganza concert”. Make signs up indicating how much the items cost. Put
those out at 6:00.

Supplies
 Purchase two cases of bottled water. Kroger brand is great at $3.47 a case
sold at $1 each we made $0.83 per bottle. Remaining water could be given
to the Band, discuss with Mr. Cleveland.
 Purchase Hershey’s candy bars from Kroger (Symphony). The bars are
4.25oz and should be sold for $2 each. Get the solid milk chocolate bars
only. The milk chocolate crunch bars did not sell well. Be careful about nut
allergies. Do this several weeks before the concert. I made the mistake this
year of waiting till the week before to get them and they were out. If this
happens to you no worries, contact Bob Slater at Motor City Tobacco and
Candy on Little Mack near Stephens 586-772-1400. Buy (1) box of the
regular Hershey’s milk chocolate bars 1.5oz and sell them for $1 each. Any
remaining bars can be sold to Mr. Cleveland and paid with donation money.
Talk to him first. Kroger will not sell the candy to you or the school any
cheaper then 4 bars for $5. Motor City Candy can get the same size bars
but you need to set this up two months before the concert. Check their
cost per bar to see if it’s a better deal they won’t charge sales tax. Also
check Costco but don’t forget about the sales tax.
 Purchase (4) dozen roses total, 2doz. dark pink (sold out first) and 2doz.
red. Also buy (2) packages of ferns. Order these from Costco 7 days in
advance. Contact the flower department 586-260-8531. The flowers are
sold in packages of 2 dozen at $16 per package. The ferns were $9 per
package you will need 2 packages of these. Out of pocket cost is about $53
(with tax). Costco provides one bucket with water per package. Return the
bucket a few days later. Place one flower and one fern in a sleeve and sell
them for $1 each. Start putting these together at 6pm with the other
volunteers. The extra sleeves are in the Band-O-Rama / Strings
Extravaganza Supply box. You will need 48 sleeves so count them ahead of
time. More sleeves can be purchased from Nordlies 586-755-4200 (50)
sleeves for $2.50.
Chill the water a day or two before the event. I put the cases in the garage,
nothing froze and the water was nice a cold for the concert. If you use ice make
sure you bring towels to dry them off before putting them on the table. Place one
case of water on the table. Place a box of candy on the table put some bars on
the table so people can see them as they walk by to draw them to the table. We
placed the roses nearest the doors into school from the parking lot to lure people

to the table. It worked! Place several of the CD’s on the table with the CD cash
box. A simple sign indicating what the CD’s are will help.
Tear Down
This was a problem. I could not get volunteers to assign a specific school’s chairs
and music stands to save my life. We had to rely on attending parents and
instructions at the end of the concert. I recommend that for the 2013 Strings
concert to have one person responsible for the tear down not the Event
Chairman. Make sure this person knows where all of the chair and music stand
racks are per school so they can be located quickly after the concert. The janitors
had moved them after the sound check that day and were not found fast enough
after the concert. So make sure you know where they are.
Sales
Merchandise brought in $130; flowers, bottled water and candy brought in $199,
Jazz band CD’s $15 and donations $1,026.43.
You will need to count the money and sort by denomination and give to the
Booster Treasure for depositing. This is time consuming, you only want to do it
once so rubber band the money by denomination and mark how much money is
in each bundle.
Miscellaneous information:
Obtain from the Booster Club President or the Membership/Volunteer
coordinator the volunteer lists used for Pops and Pastries concert. Your first
volunteers will be found there. Also get copies of past String Extravaganza
reports like this one to gain a better understanding of what was done in the past.
At the concert you will also collect DVD order forms with payment. You will turn
these into Mr. Cleveland as well.
Suggestions for future String Extravaganza:
Assign a Tear-Down person who will be responsible for getting (10) volunteers
and assign each volunteer a school. Each school will have racks for the chairs and
music stands. The racks should be labeled by the tear-down person (8.5”x
11”paper with school name). At the end of the concert all of the chairs and music
racks will be loaded and placed in the hallway or other location selected by Mr.
Cleveland.

The room assignments for the visiting schools were confusing to the parents and
students. I suggest a map of the school be made and color coded indicating
where the visiting students go and located at the main doors. There is a large
scale school floor plan located by the elevator. I would contact the principle
about getting several copies of these and save them for the next concert.
End of Report

